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Welcome to VizSec 2012! VizSec is the International Symposium on Visualization for Cyber Security and is a forum that brings together researchers and practitioners from academia, government, and industry to address the needs of the cyber security community through new and insightful visualization techniques. This year, we are pleased to be a part of VisWeek, the premier forum for advances in scientific and information visualization. There is a wonderful synergy with being held along with VisWeek; it is the cutting edge tools and ideas presented at VisWeek that become the fuel for inspiration for visualizing critical cyber security issues.

Increasingly, cyber security plays a critical role in the health and well-being of nations around the world. Cyber-warfare, cyber-crime, and cyber-terrorism threaten the economic and political stability of modernized society. Massive botnets and automated attacks disrupt services, threaten national infrastructures, and fuels international crime. Visualization serves as a powerful tool to monitor, detect, and analyze security-related incidents. Whether providing a real-time view of network traffic and potential threats, or analyzing digital forensic data for attribution, visualization techniques can provide insights and understandings that are not gleaned from using traditional approaches. It is the combination of researching new visual approaches and evaluating the practical application of those techniques to real-world problems that is the heart of VizSec.

This year we received 21 technical paper submissions. Each paper was refereed by three members of the program committee, which selected twelve papers for inclusion in the program and proceedings. This year's papers once again reflect the diversity of the field. Low level topics such as analyzing distributed memory computations and firewall configurations are mixed with higher level issues such as designing visualizations to provide situational awareness capability. Our keynote speaker, Raphael Marty, is a well-known advocate and practitioner of security visualization who has for many years hosted an informative forum for sharing ideas and experiences in the practical aspects of employing visualization principles to cyber security.

An event like VizSec does not happen in a vacuum. We would very much like to thank the paper authors, members of the program committee, and the organizing committee for their time and dedication to this endeavor. We would also like to thank VisWeek for hosting us and ACM for publishing our proceeding in the ACM Digital Library as part of the ACM International Conference Proceedings Series.
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Keynote Presentation

Raffael Marty: “Security Visualization - Let's Take a Step Back”

Raffael Marty is a SaaS business expert, data visualization practitioner, and security data analyst. Raffael is the founder and CEO of pixlcloud, a visual analytics company. Prior, he co-founded Loggly, a cloud-based log management company. He has been a long term data analysis and visualization enthusiast and has spent a lot of time building and defining the security visualization space through open source tools, writing books, a number of papers, and speaking at conferences around the world. He is frequently consulting as an industry expert in all aspects of log analysis, computer security, and data visualization.

Raffy has held various positions in the log management space at companies like Splunk, ArcSight, and IBM research where he also earned his masters in computer science. In addition to visualization, big data analysis, and computer security, Raffy is working with a number of startups and finds peace in zen meditation.